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1

Abstract

2

Objective: To explore the utility of using patient reported emergence of new symptoms (ES) as

3

an outcome measure during the early phase of the disease.

4

Methods: We analyzed data from MDS-UPDRS Part IB and Part II from the Safety, Tolerability,

5

and Efficacy Assessment of Isradipine for PD (STEADY-PD3) study, with at least one annual

6

follow-up over two years. We divided the sample into categories of follow-up visit (between 0

7

and 12-months, and 13 and 24-months) and the number of ES for each part of the scale

8

between participants who started symptomatic treatment and those who did not (STx-yes/no).

9

We assessed ES differences between participants STx in each follow-up visit using Mann-

10

Whitney U test, and the Kaplan-Meier analyses.

11

Results: Of 331 participants observed for months 0 to 12, 288 (87%) developed ES, and 182

12

(55%) started STx. For Part IB, the median number of ES did not significantly differ between the

13

STx groups (Z=-0.86, p = 0.39), while for Part 2, the number of ES was significantly higher for the

14

STx-yes group (Z=-2.38, p=0.02). Of 148 participants who continued to be observed for months

15

13 to 24, 114 (77%) developed ES, and 62 (42%) started STx. For Part IB, the median number of

16

ES did not significantly differ between the STx groups (Z=-0.33, p = 0.74), while for Part 2, the

17

number of ES was significantly higher for the STx-yes group (Z=-2.25, p=0.02).

18

Conclusions: Assessing ES among patient-reported experiences of daily living may provide a

19

useful marker for tracking PD progression.

2
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20

Introduction

21

The Braak hypothesis holds that as Parkinson’s disease (PD) progresses, different areas of the

22

brain become progressively invaded by the neurodegenerative process which manifests in

23

behavioral changes

24

most patients in the early stages of the disease, we do not have sensitive tools to assess disease

25

progression specifically in early PD

26

observations of symptoms and functionality, measured with clinician completed scales and

27

patient self-report measures

28

the disease, especially in its earliest stages, seems almost imperceptible as measured by the

29

current scales. However, in daily practice, clinicians and researchers are commonly struck by

30

patient statements such as: “Last time I saw you I could do “X”, but now I can’t (or I need help,

31

or it takes me longer)”. Disease progression, as viewed through this patient-centric lens of ever-

32

accumulating milestones of difficulty to the point of failure, is not a linear process, but a

33

stepwise, saltatory decline, with emerging symptoms (ES) or impairments piling on the old, one

34

after another

35

Measuring the impact of therapies designed to slow disease progression is thus rendered

36

extremely challenging, with attempts from clinical trials to assess the clinical meaningfulness

37

and statistical significance of interventions that might reduce by 30-50% an average disease

38

progression rate of 5% per year. In this sense, determining how the measurement ES can

39

outline the course of the disease, especially in patients with PD at an early stage, will contribute

40

to the development of new health technologies based on patient centered outcomes

1

. Although the clinical impact of PD is physically and visually obvious to

2-4

. Currently, to assess progression we rely mainly on

5,6

. The progression of functional impairment over the course of

7,8

.

9,10

.
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41

A similar initiative in patients with early Alzheimer's disease tracked the appearance of new

42

neuropsychiatric symptoms, suggesting clinical relevance when associated with increased

43

morbidity

44

experiences of patients with early PD, as measured by the Movement Disorder Society-

45

sponsored revision of the Unified Parkinson’s Disease Rating Scale (MDS-UPDRS) Part IB and II

46

in relation to the initiation of antiparkinson therapy (STx), as a potentially novel patient

47

relevant outcome measure during the early phase of the disease.

11

. In our study, we aimed to explore the utility of assessing ES impacting the daily

48

49

Methods

50

We analyzed data from the Safety, Tolerability, and Efficacy Assessment of Isradipine for PD

51

(STEADY-PD) study, a multicenter, randomized, parallel-group, double-blind, placebo-controlled

52

trial (ClinicalTrials.gov: NCT02168842). The aims and methods of the STEADY-PD study have

53

been published elsewhere

54

Data and Sample

55

From the enrolled cohort of 336 participants of the STEADY-PD dataset, we limited the sample

56

to PD participants with complete data from MDS-UPDRS Part IB (Non-motor Aspects of

57

Experiences of Daily Living) and Part II (Motor Aspects of Experiences of Daily Living), and with

58

at least one annual follow-up for two years, totaling 331 participants.

59

Because the outcome of the STEADY-PD study showed no effect of the investigative agent, in

60

our analysis we combined participants receiving both placebo and active treatment.

61

Outcomes

12

, as well as results

13

.
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62

Our primary outcome was ES for participants during the course of the study. To perform this

63

analysis, we divided the sample into categories according to the period of the follow-up visit,

64

initiation of antiparkinson treatment or not (STx-yes or STx-no) during the observation period,

65

and the presence of ES. We used STx as a proxy of patient- and clinician-perceived disease

66

progression. We analyzed these outcomes for each part of the scale.

67

We separated the follow-up visits in two distinct periods: the first observation period was when

68

the participants were evaluated between baseline and 12 months, and the second observation

69

period was when the participants were evaluated between 13 months and 24 months.

70

To assign STx categories, we used the date when antiparkinson therapy was initiated (the visit

71

day) and analyzed it according to the time interval between follow-up visits. For example, if the

72

subject started antiparkinson therapy on day 105 of the study, he was allocated to the first

73

observation period between baseline and 12 months to the “STx-yes” group for the entire

74

interval. If a participant started antiparkinson therapy on day 400 of the study, he was

75

allocated to the second treatment period between 13 and 24 months.

76

We defined ES as the occurrence of a new symptom between the beginning of each period and

77

the follow-up visit. For example, participants who were scored as zero on any given item on the

78

MDS-UPDRS at the baseline and had any score other than zero at 12 months, were classified as

79

having an ES. Those who were scored zero at the baseline, zero at 13 months and any score

80

different from zero at 24 months were classified as having ES in the period between 13 months

81

and 24 months.

82

Statistical Analyses

5
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83

We used tables and histograms with distribution of frequencies, medians, and percentages to

84

summarize the descriptive statistics.

85

antiparksonian therapy (STx-yes) and those not on antiparkinsonian therapy (STx-no) were

86

conducted as binomial tests. Mann-Whitney U test was used to compare differences between

87

the two groups of participants with or without ES, regardless of STx status. Survival

88

distributions for ES vs non-ES groups were analyzed using Kaplan-Meier curves. Statistical

89

significance was set at alpha < 0.05 and analyses were corrected for multiple comparisons,

90

where appropriate, using a Bonferroni correction. Finally, we estimated required sample size to

91

detect at least a 30% change in ES over a 12-month period. All statistical analyses were

92

performed using SPSS

Comparison ES between participant starting

® Statistics version 26 (IBM reference)

93

94

Results

95

At baseline, the 331 STEADY-PD participants included in this study had a mean age of 62.4 years

96

(+ 9.0), with a preponderance of males (72%). The mean disease duration from diagnosis was

97

10 months (+ 8.8), and the Hoehn and Yahr stage median score was 2 (ranging from 0 to 3). The

98

mean total for the Motor Examination (Part III) of the MDS-UPDRS was 25.4 (SD 10.4). For the

99

MDS-UPDRS Parts that were analyzed for this study (Parts IB and II) the means were 4.1 (SD

100

3.02) and 5.24 (SD 3.95).

101

Of 331 participants observed in the first treatment period, 288 (87%) developed ES and 182

102

(55.0%) were STx-yes (p=0.078). Of 149 participants in the second treatment period one patient

103

had missing values. Of the 148 remaining participants in the second treatment period 114 (77%)

104

developed ES, and 62 (42%) were STx-yes (p=0.058) (Table 1).

6
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105

Based on the period treatment subsamples, we assessed the number of ES reported per

106

participant separately for MDS-UPDRS Parts IB, II and for Parts 1B and II combined.

107

Of the seven symptoms assessed by Part IB of the MDS-UPDRS there was a median ES of 1

108

(range = 0 – 4) in the STx-yes subsample in first period with an average of ES per participant of

109

0.98. In the second period, the median remained at 1 for the STx-yes subsample, but the range

110

of ES increased to 0 – 5 with an average of ES per participant of 0.60. There was no significant

111

difference between the number of participants with ES on Part IB in the STx-yes and STx-no

112

groups in both periods (p=0.069 on the first treatment period and p=0.162 on the second

113

treatment period). Also, ES of the Part IB were not significantly different between the STx-yes

114

and STx-no groups for either treatment period (Z=-0.86, p=0.39 on the first treatment period

115

and Z=-0.33, p=0.74 on the second treatment period) (Table 1), (see Supplemental 1 A and D).

116

Of the thirteen symptoms assessed by Part II of the MDS-UPDRS, we found a median ES of 2

117

(range 0 - 7) in the STx-yes subsample for both follow-up periods, with an average of ES per

118

participant of 2.12 in the first treatment period and 1.94 in the second treatment period. There

119

was a significant difference between the number of participants with ES in the STx-yes and STx-

120

no groups in the first treatment period year (p=0.037) but not in the second treatment period

121

(p=0.547). Most participants had 0 or 1 ES in both the STx-yes and STx-no groups. However,

122

there was a significant difference in the prevalence of ES when the therapeutic groups were

123

compared in the two periods (Z=-2.38, p=0.02 for the first treatment period and Z=-2.25, p=0.02

124

for the second treatment period) (Table 1), (see Supplemental 1 B and E).

125

When we considered all 20 items of Parts IB and II of the MDS-UPDRS combined, we found a

126

median of 3 ES (range 0-11) in the STx-yes subsample in first period with an average of ES per

7
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127

participant of 3.1, and a median of 3 (range 0-12) in the second treatment period with an

128

average of ES per participant of 2.53. There was significant difference between the number of

129

ES in the STx-yes and STx-no groups only in the first treatment period (Z=-2.19, p=0.039). There

130

was a significant preponderance of participants in the STx-no subsample with two ES in the first

131

period (26.8%, Z=-1.53 p=0.028). In the second treatment period, participants with one ES

132

prevailed and no significance was found between the therapeutic groups (Table 1), (see

133

Supplemental 1 C and F).

134

Next, we analyzed the pattern of individual symptoms experienced by the groups of

135

participants at baseline and in the two treatment periods (Figure 1), (see Supplemental 2). Part

136

IB (Figure 1, A) and Part II (Figures 1, B and C) item-analyses demonstrated that participants in

137

the STx-yes group had significantly more ES related to Freezing (p=0.014), Eating Tasks

138

(p=0.019), Walking and Balance (p=0.045) and Doing Hobbies (p=0.028) compared to the STx-no

139

group in the first treatment period. In the second treatment period participants in the STx-yes

140

group had significantly more ES related to Speech (p=0.002), Hygiene (p=0.007), Saliva and

141

Drooling (p=0.043) and Eating Tasks (p=0.045) compared to the STx-no group. It should be

142

noted, however that since MDS-UPDRS was performed only at the beginning and end of each

143

interval, we cannot relate occurrence of ES to need for medication in this analysis.

144

Given these results, we were interested to see how ES might perform as a clinical trial outcome

145

measure. We estimate that a sample size of 98 would provide 0.80 power (1-

146

reduction in ES from baseline to 12-month follow-up, given an alpha of 0.05 and with equal

147

assignment to treatment group and continuity correction when using Part IB alone. A sample

148

size of 96 would be required for the same parameters when considering Part II alone. However,

β) to detect a 30%

8
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β) to

149

when both Parts IB and II are combined, a sample size of 82 would provide 0.80 power (1-

150

detect a 30% reduction in ES given the same parameters for alpha and subject assignment.

151

152

Discussion

153

Kieburtz et al. recently suggested that tracking milestones of disease progression could provide

154

a useful outcome measure for clinical trials of potential disease modifying therapies

155

However, milestones previously proposed, such as need for symptomatic medication,

156

significant falls, or recognizable cognitive impairment, either represent changes in participant

157

status relevant to more advanced disease or represent subjective and/or socially determined

158

states. In early disease a milestone-based assessment of disease progression would of

159

necessity need to be much more fine-grained.

160

In this exploratory analysis we asked whether, like the Braak progression of engagement of new

161

brain areas concurrent with worsening of severity of pathology, the clinical progression of PD

162

can be characterized by progressive appearance of ES, independent of the worsening severity

163

of symptoms already present

164

STEADY-PD clinical trial

165

reported by participants increased over time in a clinical trial population, and that 87% of the

166

study population reported at least one ES over the first 12 months of the study. Emergence of

167

new motor symptoms was slightly more frequent than the emergence of non-motor symptoms,

168

and the incidence, particular of motor ES was reduced in the group of participants who began

169

STx during the first 12 months of the study. Thus, tracking self-reported ES may provide a novel

170

means of assessing the progression of PD.

14

.

1,15

. Using data from Parts IB and 2 of the MDS-UPDRS in the

12

, we found that the number of both motor and non-motor symptoms

9
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171

The results of our study demonstrated that Parts IB and II of the MDS-UPDRS, taken together as

172

a single Patient-Reported Outcome (PRO) measure, can function as a record of milestone

173

attainment in the form of appearance of new disease manifestations

174

early in disease, appearance of a new symptom, as occurred in 87% of our participants within

175

the first year of observation, could be interpreted to represent a significant milestone for most

176

persons suffering from PD. The sensitivity of tracking ES as an outcome measure is reflected by

177

the sample size estimates that less than 100 participants/arm would be required to observe a

178

statistically significant effect in a 1-year clinical trial.

179

Our work does have limitations. First, our observation is based on a study in which the MDS-

180

UPDRS was administered only at yearly intervals. At this point in time, data are not available in

181

the public domain from other clinical studies that have administered the MDS-UPDRS more

182

frequently than once every 6 or 12 months. Thus, we were unable, for example to assess the

183

stability of ES once recorded. For ES to constitute a truly useful outcome measure, one would

184

like to be able to verify stability of ES with observations at consecutive timepoints at least a

185

month apart. Thus, it would be highly desirable to replicate our observations in a database with

186

more-frequent MDS-UPDRS administration. Secondly, the clinical meaningfulness for

187

participants of ES based on the MDS-UPDRS item inventory, while an attractive concept, has yet

188

to be verified. Such verification could come either via the traditional scale validation and

189

clinimetric methodology- use of Delphi panels, cognitive debriefing, and revalidation, or via

190

correlation with patient self-reported experiences using approaches, such as the Patient Report

191

of Problems (PROP) proposed by Vinikoor-Ilmer et al. based on data in the Fox Insight

192

database

16

. Arguably, especially

17

.
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193

Finally, we found it interesting to note that the appearance of ES was slightly less frequent in

194

study participants, all of whom were naïve to dopaminergic medications at enrollment, who

195

began to receive STx during the study. Based on the available data it cannot be determined

196

whether either a) STx delayed the onset of ES; b) Participants who started EX paradoxically had

197

less ES during the time interval or c) STx masked the severity of ES that were present

198

sufficiently to render them unremarkable using the MDS-UPDRS definitions. This topic could be

199

a subject for further study. However, as has been reported, initiation of STx is the result of a

200

complex medical and often social and economic calculus for individual participants, and factors

201

like social circumstances, continuation of employment etc., may be more powerful

202

determinants of STx initiation than emergence of any one or combination of symptoms

18

.

203

204

Conclusions

205

New symptoms continue to appear in most PD participants in the first 2 years of PD. Motor ES

206

(Part II) were more frequent than non-motor ES (Part IB) among participants initiating

207

antiparkinsonian treatment in both 0-12 and 13-24 months of the study. Assessing ES among

208

patient-reported experiences of daily living may provide a useful marker for tracking PD

209

progression. The concept of tracking ES as a clinical trial outcome measure is worthy of

210

exploration in future studies and alternative datasets.

211
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Table 1. Emergent symptoms in participants with or without antiparkinsonian therapy measured by MDS-UPDRS Parts IB and II according to
o the
follow-up visit
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Figure 1. Proportion of participants endorsing individual MDS-UPDRS Part IB and II scale items at baselin
ne and
at follow-up study visits. Emergent symptoms (ES) reported at the follow-up timepoints are divided according
to use of antiparkinson therapy (STx-yes and STx-no).
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